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Mid- Covid , the idea of doing being involved in a light hearted comedy, predominantly set over a summer fortnight with a remarkable 
comedian sounded great.

Creating a very visible link between the main interior and the back garden was intrinsic to the performance. Covid complications meant 
filming on an actual interior location was out, so it was going to have to be a build. Real interior. VFX Exterior with interactive set 
elements.
First challenge was finding a stage. Bovingdon came through, though with compromise. It didn’t exist yet. Our first stage recce involved 
standing in a muddy field and imagining the wonderful new stage they had yet to embark on building - The race was on to get it finished 
before we barrel in with our flattage!

A decision had to be reached on what we would view out of the large glass sliding doors. Blue screen was out as a large proportion of the 
show was shot in that direction. The shot count for VFX would be too expensive. 
We settled on a Rosco Soft drop that would allow us to shoot day, night and with careful lighting, dusk and dawn. This did successfully deal 
with a significant amount of shots. An intricate part of the planning was to supplement and support the softdrop with a digital plate and / 
or VFX enhancement, whenever we were asking to much of a print on cloth.

As we have limited space to facilitate our backing, garden composition became key . We were looking to find an exterior Garden that had a 
good vista across lawn, an open skyline and no mid ground elements to avoid issues with parallax.  
 

Another challenge on a budget was to find a suitable high end vehicle that would also take the knocks of filming. It became apparent 
pretty quickly any really high end vintage car would be incredibly expensive, even to just turn up, let alone accommodate stunt action.

The solution was to create the cars value by choosing a fairly common vehicle ( in this case the E-Type) and establish it’s value due to it 
being the first version of the car that was ever made. We then match to the original with a later model for stunt and destruction.  As it 
happens the owner of the original was delighted to be involved with the show and allowed us to have his vehicle for a few days - The shot 
in the garage where Trevor is shown the type and told of its million pound value was on the real car. ( we got it on and off set again pretty 
quick!)

A very memorable shoot and rewarding project .

Man Vs Bee

Nigel Evans  - Supervising Art Director.


